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We work with 1 general questionnaire / topic list. This forms the guideline for all interviews. Take field notes 
about property (see observation protocol!). Photos of the neighborhood and homes can be taken with consent 
from the respondent (published anonymously to guarantee privacy)

The interview consists of three parts:

- Firstly, the respondent is presented with some general questions about the residential history, the search 
process & the criteria used to pick out this location
- Secondly, we would like to summarize daily routines with the use of maps on which the respondent can draw.
-Thirdly, if possible and with consent, the respondent can show us around, in the house & in the 
neighbourhood, and discuss what the respondent likes (esthetics & functional use) and dislikes.

A. Residential history (= housing trajectory from birth in chronological order)

1. ask about the completed residential trajectory, drawing a timeline with:

a. date
b. location (+ type of neighborhood)
c. type of house
d. housemates 

2. ask about decisive factors in the choice of housing (family situation, commuting, urban environment 
or just suburban or rural environment, facilities, etc.). Keep it short, ask them to just mention the 
most important factor.

B. Search for the current home

1. General 

a. via network, real estate website, broker, other, ...?
b. Did the media play a role in the choice of your home (newspapers, news items, magazines, lifestyle pro-

grams, trade fairs, advertisements, etc.)?
c. Was your search based on rational/economical or emotional decisions?

2. Do you remember what the most important criteria were at the start of your search? ~ expectations 
ask them, (not with a map), what the most important criteria where 

----Regarding the neighborhood and location within the city---- 
if they don’t come up with the following themes themselves, ask them if these also played a role. Write down 
the ones they indicate as most important 

a. Role of neighborhood type
• Do you see your place of residence / district / municipality as part of your identity / element that contributes 

to who you are / ...? 

b. Role of type of people
• Is it important to live together with people with the same mind-set?

c. Role of proximity green infrastructure
d. Role of children and family

• Location of school (Dutch / French / various nationalities / Catholic / same social class)
• Social activities of children
• If no children: (take into account) do you want children?
• What do you think is a ‘good’ place for children to grow up? Your current neighborhood? Others?
• How important is the proximity of parents / other family / friends / social network in your home choice?

e. Role of work
• Trained jobs in the past and role on housing choice.
• Place and type of job?
• Distance prepared for commuting to work?

f. The role of facilities and cultural life
• The range of facilities
• The type of facilities (Sport, Going out, Recreation, Culture, Shopping)
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g. Role of mobility
• Bicycle infrastructure
• Public transport
• Access to motorway access and exit
• Parking

h. Role of the management context
• To what extent do you follow the policy of the local authorities (questions about local government and board 

of the BCR)
• To what extent does local government play a role in your choice of residence?
• Which policy measures do you think are necessary in your current place of residence?
• Which policy measures are you satisfied with and which are you less satisfied with?

----Regarding housing typology ----
Ask them about the housing typologies they first searched for
What kind of house where you searching for in the beginning? 

i. Role of house type (app, closed buildings, detached, ...)? Would you be able to live in an apartment as well?
j. New construction or renovation?
k. Renting or buying?
l. Role of outdoor space (private / shared garden)
m. Role of parking space or storage space for bicycle (s)
n. Do you see your home as part of your identity / element that contributes to who you are / expression form of identity 

...?
o. Which property suits you best? Or would suit you best?
p. How important is the architecture, shape and style of the home for you? (should you decide or you would others de-

cide? Key on the door? Renovated? Etc.)
q. Do you attach importance to the design of your home?

• Do you spend a lot of time on this?
• How did you choose the layout of your home?
• I notice that you pay a lot of attention to ... (color, interior, ...) Where do you get the inspiration? (Internet? 

Magazines? Friends? Other?)
• Where do you get your furniture? (Ikea, interior shops, ...)

3. Does the current neighborhood & home correspond to those initial criteria? ~ expectations vs reality 
 
Reproduce their initial criteria and ask if they correspond with their current housing situation 
Ask what criteria became unrealistic. Why did you abandon them? ~ reality 

a. Which neighbourhood does correspond best with your initial criteria? Where in the BCR would you like to live / where 
absolutely not? Where not, why is that?  
With a map of BCR & surroundings.

b. Price current house (rent or purchase price - approximate)
c. Work carried out on the house? (renovation / adaptation work? Do it yourself / have it done? Etc ...

4. Future housing plans? ~ future 

a. Concrete removal plans in the near future? Why? When? To where?
b. Any plans to purchase a home (or second home)? where?
c. Do you sometimes think about where you will live during your old age? (moving yes or no? If so, to where and what 

type of living?) 
 

5. Ideal living situation 

a. Describe your ideal home. (Plus financial feasibility?)
b. Do you take this into account for the future (moving)?
c. In some new housing projects, apart from housing, services and other facilities are also offered (childcare, laundry and 

ironing services, etc.). What do you think about this? 
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C. Current living situation_ with map material
 
Show them the maps & tools (pens & colouring material) and explain how to use them. When drawing routes and 
frequently visited places, first start with micro scale map and if a route/place is outside the map, draw it on the 
macroscale map.

1. With regard to mobility & services: 
 
ask which routes they take to work/school/shopping/recreation/going out/visiting friends&family in the 
previous year (summer&winter) 
draw them in varying thickness according to how frequent you use the route & pick a color to indicate 
transport mode 
do you encounter specific problems (safety, frequency, congestion, look for illogical patterns)? 

For example: 

a. Describe & sign your home-work route (distance, transport modes, duration ...)
b. If family with children, describe and sign your residential school route (distance, modes of transport, duration ...)
c. Describe & draw your routes through the district (varying thickness according to intensity)
d. To what extent did you take your living and working route into account when choosing your current residence?
e. Accessibility on foot? & indicates pain points on the map
f. Reaching home with bicycle? & indicates pain points on the map. Where is it unsafe, unclear or poor infrastructure.
g. Accessibility residence with car? (and parking problems, ...) & indicates pain points on the map
h. Accessibility by public transport? (and satisfaction, frequency, ...) & indicates pain points and most used stops / 

routes on the map
i. Do the routes vary (night vs daytime, summer vs winter). 

------------
j. What facilities are there in the neighborhood that you often use? (Commercial facilities? Social? Other? ...)
k. Are there facilities that are missing? Or facilities that you would rather not have in your residential area?
l. Do you participate in cultural activities? Which ? Where? When? How often ?
m. Would you describe yourself as someone who is socially active in the neighborhood? Are you committed to the neigh-

borhood? Participating in ... or organizing activities yourself?
n. Does your social life mainly occur in your home (wider than neighborhood, at municipal level) or in other municipalities 

/ cities?
o. If there are children, where are they going to school? In the neighborhood, or further? And if so, why?
p. If there are children, do they participate in extracurricular activities / hobbies? And if so, where? 

2. With regard to the physical / spatial characteristics of the neighborhood, how would you describe 
your neighborhood when it comes to: 

a. Cleanliness?
b. Green?
c. Traffic safety?
d. Traffic infrastructure? (bike paths, footpaths, ...)
e. Child friendliness?
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D. Housing aspirations & perceptions about Brussels

1. Which of the following statements is closest to your opinion. You can give a score from 1 to 10. You 
disagree with 1, with ten you agree. 

-  The Brussels Region is a busy area, with a lot of noise and pollution, and little space and greenery.

  Disagree                                                                                                                                                   Agree

                  01           02           03           04           05           06           07           08           09           10

- The Brussels Region is a lively area, with a large cultural offer, and a rich social life.

Disagree                                                                                                                                                    Agree 

                  01           02           03           04           05           06           07           08           09           10           

- The Brussels Region is a nice area, but it is poorly managed, and it is too unsafe.

Disagree                                                                                                                                                    Agree

                  01           02           03           04           05           06           07           08           09           10           

E. Varia 

May we possibly contact you at a later time for follow-up research? (If yes, telephone number, e-mail address 
or other contact details)
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